Efficiency’s **FullStock Aluminum Shoring Trailer (FAST)** is equipped with a variety of custom-built options for stocking shoring equipment for fast, resourceful use in the field.

Shoring trailers are ideal for Public Works crews encountering a variety of trench projects each day, since all of the necessary tools are available... no return trips to the yard for missing equipment.

The FullStock trailer can also save storage space in the equipment garage since all of the pieces can remain loaded and locked on the trailer.

All racks and other options can be re-sized, repositioned, and reconfigured to fit your specific needs.

**Features:**
- High strength steel construction
- Dual axle

**Aluminum Shield Series:**
- Aluminum shield racks that fit a XLAP, Alum-A-Shield or Corru-Lite
- Modular Build-A-Box panel and corner post racks
- Spreader racks
- Workbench and toolbox for Build-A-Box pins and keepers, slings, or other tools

**Vertical Shores Series:**
- Hydraulic shores rack
- Shoring board rack
- Tool box for shoring accessories, parts, and tools
- Toolbox with cylinder repair kit and workbench
- Hydraulic cylinder test stand